
Thank you for supporting a successful transition into Reception. 
Children have settled in really well and have enjoyed their first two 
weeks in ‘big school.’ 

Topic
Our topic for this term is ‘My Wonderful World.’ Through this topic children will get 
opportunities to share with their friends and adults all the things that make them unique. 
They will be telling us all about their interests, homes, loved ones, pets, favourite toys and 
much more. Children will be comparing similarities and differences between themselves and 
others and thinking about what makes each one of us special. Children will be investigating 
features of their environment, looking at different types of buildings and their uses, 
transport, animals and plants. 

Reading and writing
Children will be learning to read and write using the ‘Letters and 
Sounds’ phonics programme. We will be learning to re-tell the 
stories using actions and key words and developing our language 
through role-play and small world activities.

Maths
In maths we will be learning to estimate and count objects 
accurately in a range of situations, use an increasing range of 
mathematical language, recognise, continue and create repeating 
patterns and use shapes appropriately to make models and pictures. 

PE
The children will be doing PE on Mondays. Please ensure your child has 
their PE kit in school and that all items are labelled with their name. Please 
encourage children to practise getting dressed independently at home to 
help them get changed quickly in school! Please also ensure that earrings are 
not worn on these days. 

Follow us on Twitter!
Our class has a Twitter account. Parent, carers and friends 
who follow us get a chance to see the exciting things that 
happen in our class.  Setting up a Twitter account is quick 
and easy – why not join and then you could follow us too? Follow us @Oakfield_Rec
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